POW's may be gone but not forgotten

By MARY SCHENKSY

Our VB students are missing in action (MIA's) or prisoners of war (POW's) of the Vietnam conflict. They are being held captive in South Vietnam and in jungle prisons operated by the Viet Cong, North Viet, and other Viet Cong groups. Since the beginning of the Vietnam conflict, the Geneva Convention has protected POW's and prisoners of war and combatants in the war between the nations of the world. The provisions of the Convention include the release of the prisoners held, the release of POW's and nurses, and the right of the red cross to be present at any negotiations of terms of release. The conventions also provide for a system of inspection of POW's and prisoners of war by representatives of the United Nations or other international organizations.

The POW's from Idaho, too. Maj. Stephenso of the 2nd Idaho is one of the many MIA's in South East Asia. He is a member of the University of Idaho and was last seen in the area of the Korean War.

We don't know where my father is, since we have not received any word from him in recent months. My father has been missing in action since he was last seen in North Vietnam.

He was last seen in the spring of 1965, when the planes were flying in the area of the war. It has been estimated that he is somewhere in the area of the war.
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We have no information on him.
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POW's from Idaho. The POW's from Idaho are on the minds of many people in the United States. They are of special interest to the people of Idaho, who have a large number of relatives and friends who are POW's.
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The voice of remonstrance is again echoing from my home city and capital of Idaho, Boise. It is filling Treasure Valley, spreading north and south.

Where cometh this mighty voice? From the campus of Boise State College, or should we call it Vosco State College?

Drechsel did make the remark that Boise State was academically inferior to the state legislature and discrimination on the part of the legislature in handing out the education jug handle.

On this point Drechsel is surprisingly right half. It is true that Boise State is academically inferior to the rest of the universities, but the reason is not that the state has appropriated less funds to Boise State.

Many programs at both BSU and Idaho are in desperate need of financial aid.

For example, the social work department at Idaho has only one professor handling 70 social work majors. Needless to say, financially this program is on the brink of death. But academically it is serving well the social agencies of Idaho.

Therefore, Drechsel is half right. More money is involved with academic excellence. There is tradition, the attitude of the students, and also the dedication on the part of the faculty.

Boise State is having growing pains. In the head, in behalf of its many part-time students, and in the pocket book on the part of the faculty and administration.

Even though 77 cents of every tax dollar goes to education, Drechsel did make a good point, and I will go on to the funding of grade, junior, and high school education.

This brings us to the second $1.00 of every tax dollar which is in limited scope. All the universities are suffering, Drechsel, but relentlessly remonstrating against the other universities is not the answer. Just in-state tuition is the answer.

We together must make the legislature aware that higher education is a key to the economic development of the future. And that anyone, the poor, has a right to a higher education, and for four or five-year institutions the state should provide.

Digging for gold

I feel that there is supposed to be gold in there but there isn’t any books in the bookshelf.

But I hope to get around to putting in a new one before too long. I have a student who is about to graduate who will be very much in need of gold.

I wonder how many people feel this same way. They might not look books anymore.

If the quality of my education was supposed to be equal to the quality of gold, then I wouldn’t consider myself an educated person.

Last semester I read six books of wanting in none but providing these books in the library. I think I would have been able to read a book or two if I had been able to get the books.

It is my opinion that a book should be made available to any student of the university. For this reason I have written in favor of gold.

B.S. From BSC

Comment and Opinion

Rod Graham

Student government

In the American tradition the media and government are supposed to be separate. In this, Boise State and state media act not as the people’s police dog over the public’s owner, but as the public’s right to know are made to perform.

Such a turn may be as American as Pullman’s pot, and city hall, but it is at the University of Idaho on the one rating major Broadcasting and Communications on "Here’s Idaho!" Recently on the connection between student government and media, it is not uncommon because of the fact that the student government has the absolute power over the student media.

Moreover, the connection between the student government and the media is not new, but is in the area of communication rules, regulations, and procedures that the student government uses. What does the student government do with the media?

Lunigiang the Communications Board, which was made up of a lot of people (predominantly the student government), it is a media’s recommendation for the point of view.

This is hardly a situation like the separation of church and state. But it is also a situation that becomes necessary.

For example, during the last election, the student government approved or dispossessed of the media’s recommendation for the point of view.

This takes place every time the student government has an election. The, student government makes an election, is a media’s recommendation for the point of view.

The reason given by the student government, to which it is supposed to be an absolute combination of the student government and the media, is that the student government has the absolute power to do as it pleases.

Whatever an appointment for an editorial position on the school paper (Editorial director, Editorial Editor, News Editor), the student government does it. The student government should have no say in the appointment process. It is a student media’s recommendation for the point of view.

The student government will have no say in the appointment, but it is supposed to be an absolute combination of the student government and the media.

Please don’t take this as a dig against the student government. The student government is not the concern of this editorial.

Many students question the wherefore of the student government and the media. The student government and the media are entirely different from each other. They are both different and by the nature of the student government, they should be different.

The reason they are different and by the nature of the student government, they should be different, is that the student government is supposed to be an absolute combination of the student government and the media.

The student government is supposed to be an absolute combination of the student government and the media. The student government should have no say in the appointment process.

Dale Warrick

Residency rip-off

Keep Idaho for the Idahoans!

1. Professional (possibly)
2. Parent (possibly)
3. Professor (probably)

The closest result in paragraph (3) of Residency (Non-Residency) is probably by the Idahoans, Idaho. by the Idahoans (Non-Residency) as Idahoans. by the Idahoans (Non-Residency) as Idahoans.

I should be able to recommend

John Doe's score has been 100. The Idahoan tradition of separation of church and state should be followed. The student government should have no say in the appointment process. It is a student media’s recommendation for the point of view.

The student government will have no say in the appointment, but it is supposed to be an absolute combination of the student government and the media.

The student government is not the concern of this editorial.
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The two months - preview of ASUI Senate

By DAVE NARWICK

As the 7:00 months will nearly be over, President Eiguren is looking forward to the regular meeting last Thursday. The vice-president will be introduced to the General Faculty Meeting on Jan 11, Martin. Thus, the President is prepared to lead the meeting. Eiguren hopes that the Senate "will try to improve," in "the new term." He assembles that the Senate is going to be functional and to try to improve. In the regards to the service ASUI plans an expansion of Legal Aid, funding for student unions and the "beauty contest."

Eiguren will project the Senate with high AGES, ASUI Recreational Resources and the ASUI Student Union Commission. As the Senate is to be functional and to try to improve, the President is ready to try. President Eiguren ended with the ad, "Good luck!"
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Firing Aimed At

Idaho Athletics

ASUI’s due to athletics will not go to a scholarship fund. (hands in on a scholarship fund. Any students who are classified in an XYZ’s "crazed" division will have their money refused.

By ROBERT MCHENRY

The role of athletics at the University of Idaho will be the subject of discussion, debate and various opinions. ASUI’s "snipes" program at Idaho, "is a must" in order to analyze the Luxurious

According to spokesmen for the Idaho Athletic Association, "there is no evidence of any violations that would prevent the University from participating in the Big Sky Athletic Conference."
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Big Sky controversy to be aired

U of I suffering withdrawal from Big Sky pains
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18" Color Portable
Only $299.95

21" Color Table
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25" Color Console
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Console Stereo
Only $79.95

Antelope Akkademie
The Argonaut
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What's happening
by Mark Franzke

Over the years, the University of Idaho has been the focus of a cultural conflict which seems to prevent other campus events from receiving their due. Some of this is caused by the location of the campus as far as possible from the road and rail systems, but we try to enjoy a sight right at the foot of the trail.

Two concerts this month have been booked by the JUSSI newly organized Big Band. Entertainment is scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 7 at 7 p.m. and Thursday, Feb. 8 at 7 p.m. in memorial gym. The success of these concerts could mark the end of a long and dolorous string of entertainment failures. The interest of the students and the good work of the JUSSI have made this possible.

We find it hard to believe that the entire student body has not been made aware of these events. Even though the concerts have been advertised in the Idaho Statesman and the on-campus publication, students are still not aware of the events. It seems as though the band is not being advertised enough. We are also afraid that there will not be enough students to go to these events.

The concerts are featured by the JUSSI committee, an organization in the University of Idaho. The concerts are well planned and all credits are given to the committee members. The Idaho Statesman is very interested.

The JUSSI committee is running a competition in the University of Idaho. The competition is open to any group of students who wish to perform at the concerts. The group that wins the competition will be advertised in the Idaho Statesman and will have the opportunity to perform at the concerts.

We think that these shows with primitive equipment and facilities that are not budgeted for the right equipment are not being used to their fullest potential. The lack of funding creates a dependency on the funding agency to provide the equipment in the concerts that are organized by the University of Idaho. The problem is the same as with any other University of Idaho organization. The committee should be consulted on the issue and the matter should not be left up to the student voting.

The concerts should be advertised in the Idaho Statesman and other newspapers. The concerts are open to all students and should be advertised to the entire student body. The concerts should be advertised in the Idaho Statesman and other newspapers.

Stanley Kubrick's horrific daydream
by Liz Weston and Mike Morgan

Stanley Kubrick has been in the news lately. His new film "A Clockwork Orange" has caused quite a stir. However, his earlier movie "2001: A Space Odyssey" is also considered a classic. The film is considered to be one of the greatest ever made. Kubrick is known for his attention to detail and his use of advanced technology in his films. He is also known for his controversial themes and his unique style. His films have been influential in the world of cinema and continue to be studied and enjoyed today.

The Cage
by Mark Franzke

For the music lovers who enjoy good music, there's been a recent movie called "A Clockwork Orange." The movie is directed by Stanley Kubrick and is based on a novel by Anthony Burgess. The film tells the story of a futuristic society where young people are separated into two groups. The "alpha" group is privileged and the "omega" group is oppressed. The film explores themes of social class, power, and rebellion.

The Cage won the award for Best Film at the "Cannes Film Festival" last year. It is considered to be one of the best films of the decade. The film has been critically acclaimed and has won numerous awards. It is a thought-provoking film that explores important social issues.

The Cage has been screened in Moscow and is scheduled to be shown in other cities in the near future. The film is expected to be well received and is likely to cause a lot of discussion among viewers.

Watch TV for credit?

"Great Train Robbery," "Bad Year's Eve," and "The Wagon" are three recent television series that have been broadcast with credit cards. The shows are sponsored by different credit card companies, and each episode of the series is sponsored by a different credit card company.

The credit card companies are offering this sponsorship as a way to promote their credit cards and reach a wider audience. The shows are broadcast on cable and satellite networks, and are available on demand.

Several of the series were created to attract a younger audience. The shows are designed to appeal to a younger audience and are intended to attract new cardholders.

The credit card companies are also offering incentives to viewers. Some viewers can receive a credit card bonus for watching the shows, while others can earn points or miles for watching.

The shows are broadcast on a variety of cable and satellite networks, and are available on demand. The shows are expected to be well received and are likely to attract a wide audience.

The Cage

The "Cage" will be on display at the "Cinema at the Museum" in Moscow. The show is scheduled for Tuesday, May 3, at 7 p.m. The show is sponsored by the "Moscow Film Society" and will be presented in the museum's theater. The show is expected to be well received and is likely to attract a wide audience.

The Cage is a well-known and highly regarded film. The film is considered to be a classic and is often included in lists of the greatest films of all time. The film has been screened in many countries and has been translated into several languages.

The Cage is a film that is worth seeing. The film is well-made and is well acted. The film is a thought-provoking film that explores important social issues.
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Speaking of people

I am woman

"She doesn't do any work that is rewarding to her emotionally. She is bored and unhappy. Women are supposed to be grateful if their men provide them with food and shelter, and are designated as the most gifted and dynamic women in our society."

Barbarette Blackington

There is no women's liberation movement that has ever been put on a firm foot. The ideas of women's liberation have been in the air for many years. Now that women are better educated and have more options, they are demanding the same rights as men.

Comment

The ARTS requests the honor of your presence at its 4th regular weekly meeting at 6 p.m. on Monday in the Art Building at the University of Idaho.

The ARTS program is a new organization that promotes the arts on campus. It is open to all students and aims to provide a platform for the expression of creativity and artistic endeavors. The group meets weekly to discuss various art-related topics and organize events.

Books for sale

"Even with the very low cost of our books, we are still making a profit on the sales we sell," said President of the University of Idaho Bookstore.

The bookstore has a wide selection of textbooks and reference materials available for purchase. They also offer used textbooks at discounted rates.

The bookstore is open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The Elk's is featuring "Big Owens Review" Jan. 22-27 for your Dancing and Listening Pleasure

56c Cover—Tues. no cover—Thurs. Ladies Night

Mongatino Nevada

The Billiard Den has Something for Everyone

11 Good Shooting Pool Tables
2 Air Hockey Tables

"Happy New Year the Friday of 3 p.m. - 14 a.m. - 20s - 14 1:06"

Pond 32 at 10 11:50 a.m.

The Washington Water Power Company.

For electricity for a quality environment.